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4 days ago Looking to get your bachelor's degree in creative writing online? We've ranked 10 schools to help you get a
quality education and minimize.

A minimum of 45 semester credits must be completed with Antioch University. In addition to building skills
in planning and research as well as critical and creative thinking, students develop time management and
independent work capabilities. You will increase your awareness of the formal requirements and on-going
practice of this genre by creating a body of creative non-fiction work that demonstrates diversity and
understanding. The institution is ranked by major publications like U. Level Two Please choose two of the
following units: Writing 2: Writing for Children Through this unit you will understand the formal
requirements and types of writing for children, e. The above employment growth projection and salary average
were provided by the BLS. Some specialize in creative compositions, such as novels, short stories, theatrical
scripts, screenplays, and songs. This degree is offered by AU Online. Online writing programs build on the
fundamentals of English grammar and composition that most students first learn in middle and high school.
UC Denver offers a discounted tuition rate for out-of-state students who are enrolled exclusively in online
courses. This program combines an examination of great works of literature with perspective on how to use
them to inspire your own writing. With a concentration in Literature and Creative Writing, you will learn to
critically analyze works of literature from an academic perspective. Major topics include storytelling in
literature and film, multimedia composition, and business and technical writing. News ranks Indiana
University as a top regional institution in the Midwest. Writing 2: Writing Short Fiction This unit introduces
creative writing within the genre of the short story. Writers encompass everything from bloggers, online
content writers, and freelance writers to songwriters, playwrights, and screenwriters. These courses include
critical approaches to literature, history of the English language, introduction to fiction and poetry, modern
American literature, and standard English grammar. All courses may be completed online and cover topics in
both literature and writing. Students complete general coursework in the humanities, mathematics, science,
creative writing, and psychology, while major courses include intro to cinema, intro to screenwriting, story
analysis, and writing for television. Nonfiction Writing Common Career Paths While becoming an author or
novelist is the end goal of many students pursuing creative writing programs, numerous other writing careers
are also possible. Point Park hosts 4, students across its undergraduate and graduate programs, with a majority
of them completing coursework online. They sit down with the person who needs a speech written to
determine what the main message is that needs to be presented, conduct research on the finer points of the
speech, and write to help the speech giver engage their audience and clearly communicate important
information. As well as generating their own writing, students undertake an extended research project on a
subject of their choice culminating in a 3, word essay or critical review. Most writing programs involve
workshopping, where students compose drafts and then submit them to fellow students for peer review. Senior
Project is required. The above job outlook and salary average were drawn from the BLS. Other writing majors
find their calling in journalism, crafting articles and editorials for newspapers, magazines, and academic
journals. Web-based programs offer the same rigorous curricula as brick-and-mortar options, leading to the
same job opportunities after graduation. In recent years, many writing programs began including elements of
web marketing, blogging, and social media. You will develop your writing practice by learning the habits and
processes of a creative writer and by compiling a portfolio of work comprising short pieces of writing.


